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Recommended Singles:
1. Grito tu Nombre

4. Harold and Maude

2. Revolución Solar

7. En las Batallas

3. Aguaceros

10. Veo al Diablo

CHARADES
REVOLUCIÓN SOLAR
How would it be the pop and psychedelia of The Beach Boys, Os Mutantes

Tracklist:
1. Grito tu Nombre

or Love in the year 2010? Charades have the answer. After some months

2. Revolución Solar
3. Aguaceros

diving in their own revolution and the quest for total freedom, Charades

4. Harold and Maude

have come back, proving that the promises made in "En Ningún Lugar"

5. El Fin del Mundo

(BCore, 08) are true and strong. After the great response that album had,

6. Nerium Oleander
7. En las Batallas

with tons of excellent reviews, international releases and dozens of gigs,

8. Medio Cielo de Revolución

this is one of the most desired albums of the year. But nobody should

9. A la Tercera Va la Vencida

expect the formula to be repeated; "Revolución Solar" sounds more

10. Veo al Diablo

Charades-like than ever, but in a radically different and new way as we had
Selling Points:

never heard before.

- Produced by Santi Garcia at Ultramarinos Costa
Brava Studio.

This new album features again the values of the '60s music: imagination,
- Fourth reference after the EP "The Only One"
(H-Records, 04) and the albums "When shining

freedom, beauty, love and experimentation. But we are in the 21st centu-

blue" (Corea Discos, 06) and "En Ningún Lugar"

ry, and even though their influences and taste are crystal clear, you won't

(BCore, 08)

find here any revival, nor pop, rock or folk mimesis. "Revolución Solar" is
- Their previous album was released in Japan,

a psychedelic pop album, tribal, deep and beautiful, where they have

and their visit to 2010' SXSW festival in Austin,
Texas are pushing them forward to the interna-

taken a bit of all of their influences to build a wonderful album from the

tional market.

begginning until the end. Strange and crazy beats mix up with precious
and distinguished melodies; all kinds of synthesisers interact with
acoustic guitars, organical percussions surrounded by a cloud of delay
effects, and the lyrics (more sincere, painful and smarter than ever) just
turn around our heads. Charades experiment, build and deconstruct as
they feel it's right, with the only goal of making perfect and moving pop
songs. Produced by Santi Garcia (like their two previous albums), these
ten songs come to make a better world for us, so let's give a welcome to
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the Solar Revolution!
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